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ABSTRACT

Memory corruption vulnerabilities can occur in multithreaded exe-
cutions, known as concurrency vulnerabilities in this paper. Due
to non-deterministic multithreaded executions, they are extremely
difficult to detect. Recently, researchers tried to apply data race de-
tectors to detect concurrency vulnerabilities. Unfortunately, these
detectors are ineffective on detecting concurrency vulnerabilities.
For example, most (90%) of data races are benign. However, concur-
rency vulnerabilities are harmful and can usually be exploited to
launch attacks. Techniques based on maximal causal model rely on
constraints solvers to predict scheduling; they canmiss concurrency
vulnerabilities in practice. Our insight is, a concurrency vulnerabil-
ity is more related to the orders of events that can be reversed in
different executions, no matter whether the corresponding accesses
can form data races. We then define exchangeable events to identify
pairs of events such that their execution orders can be probably
reversed in different executions. We further propose algorithms to
detect three major kinds of concurrency vulnerabilities. To over-
come potential imprecision of exchangeable events, we also adopt
a validation to isolate real vulnerabilities. We implemented our
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algorithms as a tool ConVul and applied it on 10 known concur-
rency vulnerabilities and the MySQL database server. Compared
with three widely-used race detectors and one detector based on
maximal causal model, ConVul was significantly more effective
by detecting 9 of 10 known vulnerabilities and 6 zero-day vulner-
abilities on MySQL (four have been confirmed). However, other
detectors only detected at most 3 out of the 16 known and zero-day
vulnerabilities.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Memory corruption vulnerabilities are frequently exploited to launch
various attacks. Unfortunately, these vulnerabilities can also ex-
ist in multithreaded programs due to improper synchronizations
[56, 59]. In this paper, we call memory corruption vulnerabilities
caused by improper synchronizations in multithreaded programs as
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concurrencymemory corruption vulnerabilities or concurrency vulner-
abilities for short. They are extremely harmful and can be exploited
to launch severe attacks. For example, the notorious vulnerability
DirtyCow [2] in Linux kernel occurs in multithreaded environment
and can be exploited to gain root privileges for a normal user. It
has existed in Linux kernel for about ten years (from 2007 to 2016).
Hence, it is urgent to detect concurrency vulnerabilities.

However, the detection of concurrency vulnerabilities is challeng-
ing. One straightforward approach would be to explore all possible
thread interleaving (e.g., model checking approaches [15]). How-
ever, unlike sequential programs, the executions of multithreaded
programs suffer from interleaving space explosion problem [34]. In
practice, it is impossible to explore all executions of a multithreaded,
especially on large-scale programs.

A feasible solution is to "borrow" approaches on detecting con-
currency bugs [56]. Researchers have adopted data race (race for
short) detectors [20]. These detectors have been used to detect all
possible candidates for further detection of concurrency vulnera-
bilities [59]. However, it is ineffective to apply the approaches for
race detection to detect concurrency vulnerabilities. This is because
the two concepts are not the same one. A data race involves two
concurrent accesses to the same memory locations [20]; but a con-
currency vulnerability involves two or more memory operations
on a set of closely related memory locations [59].

Another kind of feasible approaches is based on maximal causal
models [47] to predict additional execution from a single one [19,
23]. Although the model is sound, it is too restricted and a tool
based on pure maximal causal model can miss real vulnerabilities
[19]. Besides, the prediction relies on constraint solver. Without
an efficient solver, the solving process will be time-consuming. In
practice, a tool usually adapts a relaxed model and, consequently,
compromises its ability (e.g., UFO [23] missed 80% known concur-
rency Use-After-Free vulnerabilities in our experiment).

In this paper, we target on detecting concurrency vulnerabilities
involvingmemory corruptions.We currently focus on three kinds of
concurrency memory corruptions including: Use-After-Free (UAF),
Null-Pointer-Dereference (NPD), and Double-Free (DF), which are
mostly considered to be caused by orders [46, 52].

Our insight is that, the key to detect concurrency vulnerabilities
is to determinewhether two ormore out of a set of events (operating
memory blocks) in a given execution are exchangeable. That is,
whether their occurrence orders can be different in alternative
executions.If so, they may cause a concurrency vulnerability.

From the above viewpoint, we define Exchangeable Events (Sec-
tion 3) to determine whether the orders of two events can be prob-
ably reversed. Although two events in a race defined by happens-
before relation [27] are also regarded to be exchangeable, it is strictly
based on synchronizations. Our exchangeable events are defined
across synchronizations. Hence, our definition has larger coverage.
Based on exchangeable events, we design three algorithms to detect
three kinds of concurrency vulnerabilities from correct executions.
As relaxed exchangeable events are not 100% precise exchangeable,
we further isolate real ones via scheduling.

We have implemented our framework as a prototype tool Con-
Vul. To evaluate it, we selected a set of 10 known concurrency vul-
nerabilities from a CVE database [1] and the latest MySQL server.

For comparison, we also selected three well-known and represen-
tative race detectors, as well as a recent work UFO that detects
concurrency UAFs. The experimental results show that, ConVul
significantly outperformed four tools. It detected 9 out of 10 known
vulnerabilities. But the three race detectors and UFO only detected
1 or 2 of them. On MySQL, ConVul reported 6 concurrency vulner-
abilities and 4 of them have been officially confirmed by MySQL
developers. However, the three race detectors only detected 1 of
the 6 zero-day concurrency vulnerabilities on MySQL. UFO failed
to detect any one of them.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:
• It proposes a concept known as (relaxed) exchangeable events
to describe pairs of events, indicating that the execution
orders of each pair of events can be reversed with a high
probability in alternative executions.
• It proposes three algorithms to detect three kinds of con-
currency vulnerabilities (UAF, NPD, and DF) from correct
executions.
• It develops a framework ConVul and reports a set of experi-
ments. The experimental result shows that, compared with
both race detectors and a recent work, ConVul is significant
effective on detecting both known concurrency vulnerabili-
ties and zero-day ones.

Our data is available at: https://github.com/mryancai/ConVul.

2 CHALLENGES

Due to the non-determinism property of multithreaded executions,
concurrency vulnerabilities only manifest themselves under cer-
tain thread interleaving and are extremely difficult to be detected.
Hence, traditional approaches (e.g., fuzzing) targeting on sequen-
tial programs seldom detect concurrency vulnerabilities. It is also
infeasible to explore all possible interleaving.

Recently, researchers discussed [56] and tried to apply approaches
on detecting concurrency bugs to detect concurrency vulnerabili-
ties [59]. The most promising ones are race detectors; because races
are widely considered as a cause to concurrency vulnerabilities and
there is also a category of vulnerabilities known as "Race condi-
tion" 1, where a race is theoretically defined to be two concurrent
accesses (unordered and with at least one write) to the same mem-
ory blocks [20]. Although this is indeed true, by focusing on races,
we actually focus on the correctness property of multithreaded
executions. Unfortunately, there is no gold rule to define races in
practice [7, 18, 32]. For example, among popular race detectors,
some are based on happens-before relations [20, 27] and some are
based on the lockset discipline [3, 45] as well as the hybrid of them
[49]. Hence, it is still unclear whether and how a race detector can
be well adopted to detect concurrency vulnerabilities. For exam-
ple, in a recent work [59], among all 24, 645 races in Linux kernel
reported by various race detectors, only 36 races are finally con-
firmed to be related to concurrency vulnerabilities. There are other
disadvantages by directly applying existing race detectors to detect
concurrency vulnerabilities.

Firstly, race detectors not only report false positives but also
miss true positives [33]. Even in our experiment (Section 6), 80%

1Note, race conditions are not completely the same as races, although some works do
not distinguish them [20].
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acq(m)

free(p); //p=NULL

rel(m)

Thread t1 Thread t2

acq(m);

p->test();

rel(m);

Figure 1: A concurrency vulnerability involving no race.

of known concurrency vulnerabilities cannot be detected by three
popular race detectors.

Secondly, not all concurrency vulnerabilities can be detected
by race detectors. This is because that a race is restricted to two
concurrent accesses that are expected to occur in parallel. However,
a concurrency vulnerability does not have such a restriction; it can
even occur in a race-free multithreaded program, as long as the
involved accesses can have a different execution order. For example,
Figure 1 shows two threads: a thread t1 dereferences a pointer via
p->test(), and a second thread t2 frees the same pointer free(p). And
a concurrency UAF can occur if thread t2 executes all its three lines
before thread t1. However, the two accesses in the UAF (p->test()
and free(p)) are well ordered by the same lock m, no matter which
thread executes first. Hence, no race detectors can report a race on
the two accesses (suppose there is a write in free(p) to p).

Lastly, concurrency vulnerabilities particularly refer to those
causing memory corruptions due and can be exploited to launch
severe attacks [52]. However, only about 8% to 10% races are harmful
[18, 38]. That is, a larger number of races are actually benign and
even some races are deliberately introduced [45]. If we rely on race
detectors, we have to pay additional effort to identify harmful ones.

Other kinds of major concurrency bugs like atomicity violations
and order violations may also cause concurrency vulnerabilities
[56]. Given an atomic region or an order between two events, it
will be easy to further identify any violations to them. However,
the challenge is, how to identify atomic regions or expected orders
of two events [30, 36, 40].

Another direction to detect concurrency vulnerabilities is based
on scheduling prediction. The representative one is based on the
Maximal Casual Model [47]. There have been works to predict con-
currency NPDs [19], and concurrency UAFs [23]. ExceptioNull
relaxes this model to detect concurrency NPDs which can miss vul-
nerabilities [19]. Another limitation of this model is that, it relies
on constraint solver to determine the feasibility of each potential
scheduling. This introduces performance challenges as it is usually
time consuming to solve a large set of constraints. Hence, in prac-
tice, these tools have to relax their model based on heuristics. This
not only affects their precision but also makes them to miss real vul-
nerabilities. For example, to improve performance of the constraint
solver Z3, UFO adopts a sub-optimal model which can miss UAFs
(i.e., "does not encode all possible UAFs", see the two paragraphs right
above Section 4.3 in [23]) as also verified in our experiments.

3 BACKGROUND AND DEFINITIONS

3.1 Background

This paper focuses on multithreaded programs and is based on se-
quential consistency memory model [28]. A multithreaded program
consists of a set of threads that execute a set of events concurrently

and coordinate their paces via synchronizations on locks (other
synchronization primitives can be defined similarly). Particularly,
we focus on the following types of events: (1) Memory read and
write: read(t , m) and write(t , m), a thread t reads from or writes to
a memory blockm and (2) Lock acquisition and release: acq(t , l)
and rel(t , l), a thread t acquires or releases a lock l .

For simplicity, we may omit the thread identifiers in above events
(e.g., to use read(m) instead of read(t ,m)). We also use Tid(e) to
extract the thread identifier that executes event e .

An execution traceσ is a sequence of all events;σti is a projection
of σ on thread ti (i.e., all events from thread ti ).

The happens-before relation (HBR for short, denoted as→)
[27] is defined as three rules:

(1) Program order: given two events α and β from the same
thread, if the event α is executed before β , then α → β .

(2) Synchronization order: if a lock l is released by a thread,
denoted as rel(l), and is later acquired by another thread,
denoted as acq(l), then rel(l) → acq(l).

(3) Transition property: if α → β and β → γ , then α → γ .

HBR can be tracked via vector clocks [20, 27]. A vector clockVC
of size n is an array of n integers. The corresponding algorithms are
well-known [3, 7, 20, 32] and we will not discuss them in details.
The basic idea is to set three kinds of basic vector clocks VCt , VCl ,
and VCm for each thread t , for each lock l , and for each memory
blockm, respectively. They are maintained on various events and
checked to determine the happens-before orders of two events.

3.2 Exchangeable Events

The execution of multithreaded program exhibits non-determinism.
Given two events, their execution orders may be different in differ-
ent executions. However, there are still many events where their
execution orders are fixed among all executions. We are more inter-
ested in the former. If their execution orders can be different from
the observed orders, they may cause a concurrent vulnerability. To
describe such pairs of events, we define exchangeable events.

Definition 1. Given two events e1 and e2, among all executions,

if both e1 → e2 and e2 → e1 are observed, we say that e1 and e2 are
a pair of exchangeable events.

The orders of two exchangeable events must be reversible as
both orders are already observed. And we call such two events as
strict exchangeable events. However, it is extremely difficult to
observe all two orders in limited executions.

We then propose a concept of relaxed exchangeable event. Before
that, we firstly present two concepts to describe such kinds of events.
A sync-edge (⇒) is an edge either (1) from an event acq(m) to its
paired event rel(m) in the same thread or (2) from an event rel(m)
to a later event acq(m) by two different threads. Based on sync-edge,
we define the sync-distance (or distance for short) of two event
e1 and e2 as the minimal number of sync-edges that order the two
events, denoted as D(e1, e2).

Figure 2 shows three threads and their synchronizations that
totally execute 11 non-synchronization events, where each gray
block indicates a pair of acquisition and release on the same lock.
On the right of Figure 2, we also list the distances of all pairs of
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Thread t1

Thread t2

e2

e4

e8

e10

e6

e1

e3

e5

e9

e7

e11

Thread t3
D(e1, e2)  = 1.
D(e1, e3)  = 1.
D(e1, e4)  = 3.
D(e1, e5)  = 3.
D(e1, e6)  = 4.
D(e1, e7)  = 4.
D(e1, e8)  = 5.
D(e1, e9)  = 5.
D(e1, e10) = 6.
D(e1, e11) = 6.

Sync. blocks:
acq(…)
… 
rel(…)

D(e2, e3)  = 1.
D(e2, e4)  = 3.
D(e2, e5)  = 3.
D(e2, e6)  = 4.
D(e2, e7)  = 4.
D(e2, e8)  = 5.
D(e2, e9)  = 5.
D(e2, e10) = 6.
D(e2, e11) = 6.

D(e3, e4)  = 0.
D(e3, e5)  = 0.
D(e3, e6)  = 0.
D(e3, e7)  = 0.
D(e3, e8)  = 0.
D(e3, e9)  = 0.
D(e3, e10) = 0.
D(e3, e11) = 0.

Source event

e1                                  e2                                  e3

Figure 2: A demonstration on sync-distances.

acq(m)

free(p)

rel(m)

Thread t1 Thread t2

p->field = …

acq(m)

rel(m) acq(m)

rel(m)

free(p)

Thread t1 Thread t2

acq(m)

p->field = …

rel(m) acq(m)

rel(m)

free(p)

Thread t1 Thread t2

p->field = …

acq(m)

rel(m)

(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3: Three variants of the example in Figure 1.

events from e1, e2, and e3. For example, there are totally 4 sync-
edges that order e2 and e6; hence, we have Dist(e2, e6) = 4 (where
the edges are along the path e2, e4, e5, e6 which is short than the
path e2, e4, e8, e9, e10, e6). And we have D(e3, e4) = 0 as there is no
sync-edge ordering them.

Obviously, the minimal distance of two events is zero, indicating
that no sync-edge ordering the two events; and they are expected
to execute in parallel (if they are from two threads). In all other
cases, there is at least one sync-edge ordering them. Hence, one
of them actually happens-before the other. That is, the minimal
non-zero distance of two events (from two threads) is 3. 2 This case
is shown in Figure 1, which further has three variants as shown in
Figure 3 (where, in each of the three, thread t1 executes first and
the distance of two accesses in bold is 3 3). We are interested in
these cases where the distance is larger than zero. In such cases, the
order of the two events may still be reversed as shown in Figures 1
and 3.

Intuitively, given two ordered events, if their distance is smaller,
there will be a higher probability to reverse the execution order
of the two events. Besides, if there is a third event such that the
both distances from two events to it are smaller, then there will be a
higher probability to reverse the execution order of the two events.
Based on these two heuristics, we propose d-relaxed exchangeable
events that is predictable from a single execution, as illustrated in
Figure 4.

Definition 2. Given an execution trace σ and its projections on

two different threads t1 and t2 as σt1 = ⟨..., e1, ...⟩ and σt2 = ⟨...,
eany , ..., e2, ...⟩, respectively, let d = D(e1, e2), if either (1) d = 0 or
(2) d ≥ 1 ∧ D(eany , e2) ≤ 1 ∧ D(eany , e1) = 0 holds, then two events

e1 and e2 are d-relaxed exchangeable events, denoted as e1 ↔d e2.

For example, in Figure 1, there is a pair of 3-relaxed exchangeable
events, where e1 = p->test(), e2 = free(p), and eany is any event right
2Note, for two events from the same thread, their minimal distance can be 1 and no
two events have a distance of 2.
3Unlike the example in Figure 1, for all cases in Figure 3, a race detector can report a
race on two accesses if the lock acquisition order onm by two threads can be reversed.

e1

e2

Thread t2Thread t1

eany

D(e1, e2)    = d.

D(eany, e2)  ≤ 1.

D(e1, eany)  = 0.

Figure 4: Illustration on d-relaxed exchangeable events.

before acq(m) of thread t2 (not shown). Generally, for a consecutive
lock acquisition and release by two threads, if the HBR between two
events are only determined by the two acquisitions, then the two
events are d-relaxed exchangeable events for some value of d . In
the rest of this paper, without explicit explanation, all exchangeable
events refer to d-relaxed exchangeable events.

Admittedly, like HBR, our above definition is not 100% precise.
A precise approach to determine whether the order of two ordered
events observed in one execution requires analyzing all memory
read and write accesses of all threads between the two events [33,
50]. This might be (partially) feasible in theory but ineffective in
practice, especially on large-scale programs [26]. Besides, in most
cases, any memory read or write in between two events does not
affect the order of them; hence, such algorithms will further limit
the interleaving coverage on inferring exchangeable events, i.e.,
reporting false negatives. Hence, our definition by considering
synchronizations plus an "evidence" (i.e., eany ) is more practical
and provides larger coverage.

Intuitively, with increasing value of d , the probability to reverse
the order of a pair of d-exchangeable events may decrease due to
other constraints besides synchronizations. Hence, in this paper,
we restrict the value of d to be 3, i.e., the minimal non-zero distance
for two events from two threads. It is also the default value when
the distance of two exchangeable events is not mentioned in this
paper. In experiment, we show a result under additional difference
distances.

4 OUR APPROACH: CONVUL

4.1 Overview

ConVul dynamically analyzes executions and identifies sets of
critical operations related to memory operations. If they can form
any of three kinds of concurrency vulnerabilities by exchanging
their orders, they are reported as potential vulnerabilities. Next,
ConVul tries to isolate real ones by scheduling executions to trigger
their occurrence.

In the rest of this section, we firstly present a basic tracking
algorithm for exchangeable events in Subsection 4.2. Then, we
analyze how three kinds of concurrency vulnerabilities can occur
in multithreaded executions as well as how to detect them by our
ConVul.

4.2 Check Exchangeable Events

ConVul detects concurrency vulnerabilities according to a given
distance value of d (i.e., consider d-relaxed exchangeable events).
The naïve way to calculate the distanced is straight-forward. It only
requires tracking all events and all synchronizations as a graph,
where memory access events and lock acquisitions are nodes and
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Algorithm 1 Check Exchangeable Events
1: PredVCe maps an event e to a predicted vector clock that should be

formed when thread T id (e) releases a lock l .
2: function onAnyEvent(Event e)
3: PredVCe ← VCt , where t = T id (e).
4: end function

5: function AreExchangeable(e1, e2)
6: if ¬(e1 → e2 ∨ e2 → e1) then ▷ i.e., D(e1, e2) = 0
7: Return T rue
8: end if

9: Let σ be the current execution trace.
10: Let t1, t2 be the thread IDs of e1 and e2, respectively.
11: Let er el = r el (l ) be the first release on l after e1 in σt1 , and

eacq = acq(l ) be the last acquisition on l before e2 in σt2 .
12: Let eany be the event right before eacq in σt2 .
13: ▷ i.e., limit D(eany, e2) ≤ 1
14: if ¬(eany → e1 ∨ e1 → eany ) and VCl = PredVCe1 then
15: ▷ i.e., D(eany, e1) = 0 and D(e1, e2) ≤ 3
16: Return T rue
17: end if

18: Return False
19: end function

lock acquisition orders (including both thread-local ones and across-
threads ones) are edges. The distance of two events will the be the
number of edges on a shortest path from one event to another
on the graph. However, this implementation consumes too much
memory. In this paper, we design a different one for checking 3-
relaxed exchangeable events, by utilizing HBR tracking based on
vector clocks, shown in Algorithm 1.

Given two events e1 and e2, Algorithm 1 firstly checks whether
they are ordered by HBR; if not, they are exchangeable events.
Otherwise, it further extracts three required events er el and eany
as well as eacq (lines 11–12) and checks whether they satisfy the
conditions in Definition 2 (lines 13–14).

Note that, in Algorithm 1, given line 12, the checking on the
conditions in line 14 is an effective implementation of the conditions
in Definition 2. Let’s explain it below.

If the two events are ordered, there must be a lock release event
er el ; and a meaningful eany must be in a different synchroniza-
tion block from event e2 (otherwise, the condition D(eany , e1) = 0
will not be satisfied). Hence, there will be at least one lock acqui-
sition event eacq . Besides, as we already limit the value of d in
d-exchangeable event to be 3, there will be at most one sync-edge
between two threads (e.g., see Figures 1 and 3).

As a result, there must be the same lock l , such that its release
and acquisition are the above said lock release after e1 and the lock
acquisition eacq in between eany and e2. This also indicates that
the vector clock of the lock l (right after er el and right before eacq )
keeps unchanged. Hence, to reduce tracking effort, Algorithm 1
introduces a new vector clock PredVCe for each event e to keep a
predicted vector clock of a lock l being held by Tid(e) when this
thread releases lock l (line 1). It is maintained when event e occurs
(line 3). If there is no such a lock l , it becomes empty. Thus, the
checking VCl = PredVCe1 determines whether lock l is the one
in above events er el and eacq , which further determines whether
D(e1, e2) is 3 (line 14).

(a)

free(p)

Thread t1 Thread t2

p->test();

//p->field = …;

(b)

free(p)

Thread t1 Thread t2

p->test();

//p->field = …;

Figure 5: How a concurrency UAF occurs.

Algorithm 2 Detect Concurrency UAF
1: function onMemAccess(m, t )
2: Let em be this event.
3: VCem [t ] ← VCt [t ] ▷ Track status of each event
4: end function

5: function onFree(p, t ) ▷ p : a pointer to a memory block.
6: Let ef p be this event.
7: sz ← DerefSize(p)
8: for i from 0 to sz − 1 do
9: m′ ← Deref (p + i)
10: if ∃ em′ , such that (em′ ↔ ef p ) then
11: Report a UAF.
12: end if

13: end for

14: end function

4.3 Analyze and Detect Concurrency UAFs

A UAF vulnerability occurs when a freed memory block is re-
accessed [9]. It is known that more than 88% UAFs can be exploited
to launch zero-day attacks [29]. A UAF vulnerability is caused by
at least two memory accesses: (1) free a memory block pointed to
by a pointer p and (2) later access the memory block via the pointer
p. Therefore, it is possible that the two accesses can be performed
by two threads.

Figure 5 shows an example of how a concurrency UAF can occur.
There are two statements: p->test() and free(p) where p is a pointer.
In correct executions (shown in Figure 5(a)), thread t1 first deref-
erences pointer p and then, thread t2 frees the memory block via
pointer p. However, if the memory location is freed by thread t2
first before its use in thread t1, a UAF occurs, as shown in Figure
5(b).

The challenge is that, given the execution order in Figure 5(a),
how we can know the existence of the order in Figure 5(b). This
is essentially the difficulty in analyzing multithreaded programs.
For example, there might exist the same locks protecting the two
accesses in a concurrency UAF; and hence, no race detector can
report a race on it. For other cases, race detector may also be inef-
fective, as discussed in Section 2. Of course, if these accesses are all
protected by the same locks, no race detector can detect the UAF.

Our algorithm. Considering the semantics of UAFs and the
multithreaded executions, we propose Algorithm 2 to detect pos-
sible concurrency UAFs. Given a correct execution trace, it tracks
all memory accesses (lines 1–4) and updates corresponding vector
clocks (line 3). Later, if there is any free call on p (denoted as event
ef p ), Algorithm 2 checks whether there is any event accessing
memory blocks pointed by p (denoted as event em′ , lines 9–10). The
function DerefSize(p) returns the size of the memory block pointed
by p. For any such event em′ , if em′ and ef p are exchangeable events,
Algorithm 2 reports a potential concurrency UAF (lines 10–11).
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Figure 6: How a concurrency NPD occurs.

Algorithm 2 overcomes limitations of race detectors by checking
whether two events are exchangeable events, no matter they are
well ordered by HBR or not.

4.4 Analyze and Detect Concurrency NPDs

When a pointer is set to be NULL and is dereferenced later, a NULL
pointer dereference (NPD) occurs. It can be usually exploited to
launch various attacks [4, 5]. A NPD involves a memory write to a
pointer with a NULL value and a later dereference (e.g., p->test()).
The two events in a NPD can be produced by two different threads
as shown in Figure 6(a), where a thread t1 dereferences a pointer p
and a second thread t2 later sets the pointer to be NULL. However,
if the order of two events can be reversed so that thread t2 firstly
writes the pointer to be NULL and then thread t1 tries to dereference
this pointer, causing a concurrency NPD. To ease our presentation,
we use circled number to denote each statement/event.

In practice, however, it is not straightforward to analyze a concur-
rency NPD. This is because there are often other events in between
the two events 1 and 2 . We have systematically analyzed all
possible cases and identify three unique ones. Besides the simple
case shown in Figure 6(a), another three cases are shown in Figure
6(b) where one more event (i.e., 3 , 4 , or 5 ) writing the pointer
(i.e., p = q) exists in between the two events 1 and 2 . And the
pointer writing event p = q can be executed by either of two threads
or a third thread (i.e., forming an event 3 , 4 , or 5 , respectively)
as long as it is executed in between the two events.

In these cases, if the pointer writing event p = q occurs before
the NULL-writing event by thread t2 (as 4 ) or after the pointer
dereference by thread t1 (as 3 or 5 ), a concurrency NPD occurs.
On detecting concurrency NPDs, race detectors can precisely report
a race on 1 and 2 in Figure 6(a). However, for three cases in
Figure 6(b), although they can report races, these races cannot be
directly related to concurrency NPDs.

Our algorithm. Our algorithm (Algorithm 3) tracks all recent
NULL value writes to all pointers (i.e., OnMemWrite(p, val, t)) as
well as all pointer dereferences (i.e., onMemRead(p, ins, t), where ins
is the instruction containing the read event to pointer p). In order
to detect all four types of concurrency NPDs in Figure 6, Algorithm
3 maintains three additional data structures: VCWNul

p , VCWnNul
p ,

andVCR
p , to track NULL value writes, Non-NULL values write, and

reads (i.e., dereferences) to a pointer p, respectively.
During runtime, for each memory write, Algorithm 3 checks the

value to write to pointer p (line 5). If the value is NULL and there
was a read event to the same pointer p, it will report a concurrency
NPD if this read event and the current write event p (lines 7–8) are

Algorithm 3 Detect Concurrency NPD

1: VCWNul
p : Track NULL value writes to pointer p.

2: VCWnNul
p : Track Non-NULL value writes to pointer p.

3: VCR
p : Track reads to pointer p.

4: function onMemWrite(p, val, t )
5: if val = NU LL then

6: Let eWNul
p be this event.

7: if ∃ eRp such that eWNul
p ↔ eRp then

8: Report a NPD. ▷ Case (a)
9: end if

10: VCWNul
p [t ] ← VCt [t ] ▷ Null-value writes

11: else

12: VCWn
p [t ] ← VCt [t ] ▷ Non-null-value writes

13: end if

14: end function

15: function onMenRead(p, ins, t )
16: Let eRp be this event.
17: if isDeref(ins) , T rue then

18: Return
19: end if

20: if ∃ eWNul
p ∧ eWnNul

p then

21: if eWNul
p ↔ eWnNul

p then

22: Report a NPD. ▷ Case (b): 2 | | 3 / 4 / 5
23: else if eRp ↔ eWnNul

p then

24: Report a NPD. ▷ Case (b): 3 / 4 / 5 | | 1
25: end if

26: end if

27: VCR
p [t ] ← VCt [t ]

28: end function

29: function IsDeref(ins )
30: Let ins′ ← Next Ins(ins)
31: if hasR(ins) ∧ hasRW (ins′) ∧ BaseReд(ins′) =

OprandReд(ins) then
32: Return T rue
33: end if

34: Return False
35: end function

exchangeable events. This type of concurrency NPD corresponds
to the one shown in Figure 6(a). Next, Algorithm 3 tracks this
write event by updating VCWNul

p (line 10) or VCWnNul
p (line 12),

according to whether the value to write to pointer p is NULL.
For the concurrency NPDs shown in Figure 6(b), Algorithm 3

detects them when a pointer is read (in onMemRead(p, ins, t)). For
a memory read event eRp to a pointer p, if there are two events
(eWNul
p and eWnNul

p which are, respectively, expected to be 2 and
one of 3 , 4 , and 5 in Figure 6(b)) that write a NULL value and
a Non-NULL value to p, Algorithm 3 further checks the following
conditions to detect concurrency NPDs:

• If the two events eWNul
p and eWnNul

p are exchangeable events,
a concurrency NPD is reported (lines 21–22). Here, the two
events are 2 and 4 or 2 and 5 .
• If the two events eRp and eWnNul

p are exchangeable events, a
concurrency NPD is also reported (lines 23–24). Here, the
two events are 1 and 3 or 1 and 5 .
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Figure 7: How a concurrency DF occurs.

In Algorithm 3, we check whether a memory read is a pointer
dereference in IsDeref(ins). It is based on the following heuristic: a
pointer dereference usually corresponds to two consecutive binary
instructions ins and its next instruction ins ′ (line 31), where the
Operand Register of the first memory read operations ins is used
as the Base Register of its next memory access instruction ins ′. Of
course, this heuristic might be imprecise and can be improved.

4.5 Analyze and Detect Concurrency DFs

A double free (DF) vulnerability occurs when a memory location
is freed twice [9]. DF is also a kind of serious vulnerability and
can be exploited to launch remote code execution attacks [17]. A
DF involves two events and can occur in multithreaded programs.
Unlike UAF and NPD, a DF involves the same type of two memory
free events. Hence, once two free events on the same memory
location occur, a DF must occur.

In practice, a concurrency DF may be hidden by other pointer
assignments in between two free events. Hence, the two frees via
the same pointer actually free two different memory blocks. The
assignment can be either from one of the two threads or a third
thread. We show an example in Figure 7(a). In the example, two
threads t1 and t2 execute two frees on the same pointer p. And in
between two free(p) calls, a write to p exists from either thread t1
(Case 1)), or thread t2 (Case 2)), or thread t3 (Case 3)). As a result,
although the pointer p is freed twice, no DF occurs.

However, given a different thread schedule as shown in Figure
7(b), if the assignment to pointer p occurs after both free(p) (as Case
1)) or before both free(p) (as Cases 2) and 3)), a concurrency DF
occurs.

Given the concurrency DF in Figure 7, a race detector may report
a race between the read to p in free(p) and the write to p. This,
however, is insufficient to infer a DF. Similarly, when it involves
lock protection, no race detector can detect the DF.

Our algorithm. Algorithm 4 assumes, if there is any potential
concurrency DF, there must exist three events: two free events on
the same pointer by two different threads and one assignment to
the same pointer (as shown in Figure 7).

Algorithm 4 maintains two data structures: a map Pts that maps
a memorym to a set of pointers to memory blockm, and a map
Frs that maps a pointer p to a set of free events on p. The structure
Pts is maintained by fully tracking any assignment from a memory
blockm to a pointer p (in onPointerAssign(p, m)). That is, when
an address of a memorym is assigned to a pointer p, all mapped
items to p from other memory m′ are removed (line 5) and p is
remapped from memorym (line 7).

Algorithm 4 Detect Concurrency DF
1: Pts : a map from a memorym to a set of pointers tom.
2: Frs : a map from a pointer to an event that frees p .
3: function onPointerAssign(p,m)
4: for ∀m′ such that Pts(m′) , ∅ do
5: Pts(m′) ← Pts(m′) \ {p }
6: end for

7: Pts(m) ← Pts(m) ∪ {p }
8: end function

9: function onFree(m, t ) ▷m: the 1st addr of a memory block.
10: Let ef be this event.
11: for each p ∈ Pts(m) do
12: Let eWp be the event associating pointer p tom.
13: if ∃ eFp ∈ Frs(p) then
14: if eFp ↔ eWp then

15: Report a DF. ▷ Case (a)
16: else if eWp ↔ ef then

17: Report a DF. ▷ Case (b)
18: end if

19: end if

20: Frs(p) ← Frs(p) ∪ {ef }
21: end for

22: end function

The core part of Algorithm 4 is how it checks free events and
detects concurrencyDFs, as shown in function onFree(m, t). Given a
free event free(p) that actually frees memorym by thread t (denoted
as event ef ), it tries to find a previous assignment event to pointer
p from a memorym (denoted as event eWp ), such that there is also
a previous free event on the same pointer p (denoted as eFp ) (lines
11–13). Then, a concurrency DF is reported in one of two cases:
• Case (a): The two events eFp and eWp are exchangeable events
(line 14), i.e., the case where thread t2 has an assignment to
p in Figure 7.
• Case (b): The two events eWp and ef are exchangeable events
(line 16), i.e., the cases where thread t1 or t3 has an assign-
ment to p in Figure 7.

4.6 Schedule Executions

HBR is not guaranteed to be 100% precise [20, 33]. Similarly, our
relaxed exchangeable events are also not 100% precise. To overcome
this imprecision we adopt scheduling techniques with aim to trigger
occurrences of all reported concurrency vulnerabilities.

Given a set of ordered events from a trace, we try to produce a set
of new orders (our target) among these events. The basic idea is to
suspend the first event in each order to enforce the targeted order to

Table 1: Scheduling rules ((((((((
Cancelled events are not required to ap-

pear).

Detected Orders Targeted Orders

UAF ⟨euse , ef r ee ⟩ ⟨ef r ee , euse ⟩

NPD
⟨ederef , ewNull ⟩ ⟨ewNull , ederef ⟩

⟨ewNull , er eAssiдn, ederef ⟩
⟨er eAssiдn, ewNull ,���ederef ⟩
⟨ewNull , ederef ,((((er eAssiдn ⟩

DF ⟨ef r ee1, er eAssiдn, ef r ee2 ⟩
⟨ef r ee1, ef r ee2,((((er eAssiдn ⟩
⟨er eAssiдn, ef r ee1,���ef r ee2 ⟩
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occur. Table 1 shows both the events and the orders of each reported
concurrency vulnerability by ConVul as well as the targeted orders
among these events. There are totally six rules. In the last four rules,
if the targeted order of the first two events is satisfied, then the third
event may not appear (i.e., become meaningless as the vulnerability
already occurs).

ConVul adopts the existing scheduling work [11, 12] to validate
each reported vulnerability by including support of memory access
events. As novelty of ConVul is at its predictive detection of con-
currency vulnerabilities, we omit the detailed scheduling algorithm.
Readers may refer to the work [11, 12].

5 DISCUSSION

ConVul is a two-phase approach to detect three kinds of con-
currency vulnerabilities in real-world programs. It does not adopt
heavy strategies (e.g., via maximal casual models) to find all vulnera-
bilities but relies on a practical prediction and a practical validation.
Hence, it can miss vulnerabilities. However, its validation guaran-
tees that no false positive is reported. In future, we will extend
ConVul to detect more concurrency vulnerabilities.

6 EXPERIMENTS

6.1 Experiment Setup

6.1.1 Implementation. We implemented ConVul on top of Pin
[31] for C\C++ programs with Pthread. ConVul instruments both
synchronizations and memory accesses during program loading
time to produce various events. During runtime, these events are
passed to the algorithms of ConVul.

For comparison purpose, we also selected three representative
race detectors: FastTrack (FT) [20], Helgrind (Hel) [3, 39], and
Thread Sanitizer (TSan) [49], as well as a recent work UFO [23]. FT
and Hel are two well-known Happens-before based race detector
[27] and such detectors usually report fewer false positives but
miss real races. TSan is a practical hybrid race detector based on
both Happens-before relation and Lockset discipline [45], which is
claimed to report the largest number of races without reporting false
positives and benign races [49]. Both Hel and TSan are available
online; for FT, we adopted the implementation from a recent work
[22]. UFO targets on detecting concurrency UAF and is available
online. ExceptioNull [19] detects NPDs based on the similar idea
as UFO; unfortunately, it is for Java and is not available. Besides
above tools, we adapted UFO on known vulnerabilities to detect
concurrency NPDs, denoted as UFOnpd (see the next subsection) .

We did not compare ConVul with detectors like Address Sani-
tizer [48] as which only detects occurred vulnerabilities but cannot
predict ones from correct executions.

6.1.2 Benchmarks. We aim to evaluate the ability of ConVul at
detecting not only known but also zero-day concurrency vulner-
abilities, including on real-world large-scale programs. We then
searched the NVD vulnerability database (i.e., at the site https:
//nvd.nist.gov). We restricted all CVEs under category of "Race"
published in the past ten years (from 2008 to 2017). This results
in 545 records. We then manually identified those caused by UAF,
NPD, and DF, which resulted in 82 CVEs. Next, we excluded those
on non-Linux platform (i.e., on "Android", "Apple", "Java", "Windows

kernel", and "Qualcomm") and those with no clear descriptions or
without source and inputs (like POC). Finally, there are 10 CVEs left.
We extracted the code involving vulnerabilities. We also replaced
non-Pthread synchronizations with Pthread ones. Table 2 shows the
details of these CVEs, including their CVE IDs, Category, Program,
and Detection Results by all detectors. We further selected MySQL
database server (of the latest version 5.7.20 at the time of evalu-
ation). MySQL is a widely-used large-scale programs consisting
of 2, 244, 927 SLOC. It mainly adopts Pthread model with several
customized synchronizations and contains 933 test cases.

Note, as UFO only detects UAFs, we revised the 5 known NPD
vulnerabilities by changing the NULL pointer assignment as frees
(i.e., change "p=NULL;" to "free(p);"). Thus, UFO (as UFOnpd) are
expected to detect the 5 NPDs as 5 UAFs. However, on MySQL, we
are unable to do such changes for its whole code; and it also crashed
after we applied above changes to all NPDs detected by ConVul.
Hence, UFOnpd was only "evaluated" on the 5 known NPDs.

6.1.3 Setting. The default distance of ConVul is 3 (i.e., to check
3-relaxed exchangeable events). We also configured it with other
distances and present the results in Section 6.4. For other tools, we
adopted their default configurations.

Our experiment was conducted on a ThinkPadworkstationW541
with an i7-4710MQ processor, installed with Ubuntu 14.04, GCC 4.8,
LLVM 3.6. We run all tools for 10 times and collected their results
(but 100 times for collecting time and memory overhead).

6.2 Effectiveness on Known Vulnerabilities

Table 2 shows the results of the all detectors on 10 concurrency
vulnerabilities. Note that, the three detectors only detect races;
hence, we count a reported race as a "vulnerability" if it reflects a
concurrency vulnerability; otherwise, we further check whether
they report any race on the variable of a concurrency vulnerability;
if so, we append a star marker (⋆) in the corresponding cell in Table
2. UFO only detects UAFs and UFOnpd only detects NPDs; we put a
"-" to indicate the case where they are not applicable.

From the table, ConVul successfully detected 9 out of 10 vul-
nerabilities. However, others only detected 1 to 2 vulnerabilities.
In other words, all three race detectors missed at least 80% known
vulnerabilities. These results are consistent with our claim that, not
all concurrency vulnerabilities can be detected by race detectors.
Even simply counting any race on variables involved in vulnera-
bilities (indicated by ⋆), three detectors still missed 4 to 6 (about
50%) vulnerabilities. UFO only detected 1 out of 4 known UAFs; and
UFOnpd only detected 2 out of 5 NPDs. Obviously, on 10 unknown
CVEs, ConVul was significantly effective than others.

AsConVul onlymissed one vulnerability (whichwas alsomissed
by all other detectors), we investigated it and outline its code below:

1 // Initialization
2 head ->mm=NULL;
3 head ->next=node;
4
5 Thread texit
6 acq(mmlist);
7 head ->next = head;
8 rel(mmlist);

9 Thread tworker
10 tmp =...;
11 if(head ->next != head){
12
13 acq(mmlist);
14 tmp = head ->next;
15 rel(mmlist);}
16 tmp ->mm ->... // dereference
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Table 2: Descriptive statistics and detection results.

CVE ID Category Program
Detection Results

ConVul FT Hel TSan UFO UFOnpd
cve-2009-3547 NPD Linux-2.6.32-rc6 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - ✓
cve-2011-2183 NPD Linux-2.6.39-3 ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ - ✗
cve-2013-1792 NPD Linux-3.8.3 ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ - ✗
cve-2015-7550 NPD Linux-4.3.4 ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ - ✓
cve-2016-1972 UAF Firefox-45.0 ✓ ✗ ✗ (⋆) ✗ (⋆) ✗ -
cve-2016-1973 UAF Firefox-45.0 ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ -
cve-2016-7911 NPD Linux-4.6.6 ✓ ✗ (⋆) ✗ (⋆) ✗ (⋆) - ✗
cve-2016-9806 DF Linux-4.6.3 ✓ ✗ (⋆) ✗ ✗ (⋆) - -
cve-2017-6346 UAF (DF) Linux-4.9.13 ✓ ✗ (⋆) ✗ (⋆) ✗ (⋆) ✗ -
cve-2017-15265 UAF Linux-4.13.8 ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ -

Total 9 1 1 2 1 2

Table 3: Six zero-day concurrency vulnerabilities detected by

ConVul on MySQL and a comparison with other detectors.

Bug ID Category Status
Detected by Others?

FT Hel TSan UFO
MySQL-88311 UAF Confirmed ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗
MySQL-88911 NPD Submitted ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗
MySQL-88914 NPD Submitted ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗
MySQL-91448 NPD Confirmed ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗
MySQL-91449 NPD Confirmed ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗
MySQL-91896 NPD Confirmed ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Total: 0 1 1 0

From the code, we see that, a NPDwill occur if thread texit (lines
6, 7, and 8) executes in between line 11 and line 13 of thread tworker .
This NPD is caused by a NULL value write to pointer mm at line 2
and a dereference on the same pointer mm at line 16. In a normal
execution, thread tworker executes first followed by thread texit .
This case falls out of our models shown in Figure 6 and ConVul
failed to detect it. For three race detectors, as a lock mmlist is used
to order two writes to head->next, no race was reported by them.

6.3 Effectiveness on Unknown Vulnerabilities

6.3.1 Summary of Results. Table 4 shows the number of concur-
rency vulnerabilities or races reported on MySQL by all tools. Con-
Vul predicted 9 concurrency vulnerabilities and 6 of them was
triggered. FT reported up to 2,208 races. Both Hel and TSan re-
ported almost the same number of races: 536 and 546, respectively.
Surprisingly, UFO detected no UAF.

6.3.2 Result Analysis. From Table 4, we see that the three race
detectors reported many races (from hundreds to thousands). It
is unknown whether all these reported races are real ones and
how many of them reveal concurrency vulnerabilities. However,
ConVul reported 9 concurrency vulnerabilities and 6 of them were
zero-day vulnerabilities. We have reported these 6 vulnerabilities
to MySQL developers. And 4 of them have been confirmed as real
vulnerabilities; the remaining 2 are waiting for confirmation. We
first discuss the 6 zero-day vulnerabilities and then discuss the three
not triggered ones (in the next subsection).

Table 4: # of concurrency vul. or races reported on MySQL.

ConVul FT Hel TSan UFO

#Vul. or #Races 9/6 2,208 * 536 546 0
* Due to limited debug information by Pin, this result contains duplicated races.

Table 3 shows all 6 zero-day concurrency vulnerabilities, consist-
ing of 1 UAF and 5 NPDs. The table includes (1) Bug IDs allocated
by MySQL Bugzilla after we submitted our result, (2) vulnerability
category, and (3) vulnerability status. In the last major column, we
indicate whether FT, Hel, TSan, and UFO detected the 6 vulnera-
bilities or not.

From the last major column, we see that, FT and UFO detected
none of the 6 vulnerabilities; Hel and TSan both detected only one
of them. This further confirms that race detectors are ineffective
in detecting concurrency vulnerabilities and UFO can miss UAFs.
Compared to them, our tool ConVul is more effective.

6.3.3 Study on False Positives from Prediction. For the three false
positives, we have investigated them and found that all were caused
by the similar reason, as illustrated below.

1 Thread t1
2 //may be a lock here
3 for(each node in list){
4 node -> ...;
5 }

6 Thread t2
7 // sometimes a lock here
8 for(each node in list){
9 if(node = ...){
10 remove(list , node);
11 free(node);}}

In the simplified code, there is a list structure. In testing execu-
tions, thread t1 executes first to iterate each node in list. Hence,
the pointer node is firstly dereferenced (line 4) and then freed by
thread t2 (line 11). And ConVul predicted this as a concurrency
vulnerability. However, when thread t2 executes first, it will remove
the node from the list and then frees the memory pointed by node.
Next, when thread t1 executes, it will never read the node freed by
thread t2 again. As a result, the dereference is actually missing (as
the node is no longer in the list).

We further verified that, for three variables in three false posi-
tives, FT reported three races while both Hel and TSan reported
two races on two variables. Based on our above analysis, all these
reports are false positives. Actually, such false positives cannot be
easily excluded without scheduling runs, even for pure HBR based
race detectors. And this is still a hot topic [26, 33, 50].

6.4 ConVul with Different Distances

Besides 3-relaxed exchangeable events, we also set other different
distances (from 4 to 10) to ConVul and applied it to both 10 known
vulnerabilities and MySQL.

On the 10 known vulnerabilities, ConVul did not detect them
with d > 3. This is understandable as each of them only contains
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code producing vulnerabilities. On MySQL, with d = 4, one NPD
was detected; with d = 5, two NPDs were detected. They are a
subset of the 6 vulnerabilities listed in Table 3. In other cases (i.e.,
6 ≤ d ≤ 10), no vulnerability was detected.

6.5 Ineffectiveness Analysis of Other Detectors

The three widely used race detectors were significantly ineffective
in our experiment. After detailed investigation, we found that the
reasons were still those which we have discussed in Sections 1
and 2. UFO adopted a sub-optimal model and hence can generates
simple constraints that are accepted by high performance constraint
solvers like Z3, which prevents it to detect all UAFs (see the last
paragraph of Section 4.2 [23]). It only detected 1 UAF out of 5 known
and unknown UAFs.

6.6 Performance Evaluation

Table 5: Time overhead (an average of 100 runs).

Pin ConVul FT Hel UFO TSan

CVE Avg. 269.8x 330.9x 289.8x 235.8x 482.4x 7.0x
MySQL 3.4x 117.1x 17.87x 117.7x 7.0x 4.1x

Table 6: Memory overhead (an average of 100 runs).

Pin ConVul FT Hel UFO TSan

CVE Avg. 81.0x 151.8x 144.6x 525.2x 433.9x 1.7x
MySQL 2.2x 42.3x 19.6x 41.3x 121.4x 11.1x

Pin [31] and Valgrind [39] are two heavy dynamic binary instru-
mentation framework. ConVul and FT are built on Pin and Hel is
built on Valgrind. TSan is integrated into a program during compi-
lation time. UFO collects traces at runtime and offline detects UAFs.
To compare their performance, we collected both time overhead
and memory overhead of all. On 10 CVE programs, all detectors
incurred the similar time and memory overhead; we only show the
average data on them. The data is shown in Table 5 and Table 6,
including the overhead of Pin (with no tool) for reference.

From two tables, we see that, TSan incurred the least time over-
head and memory overhead, which is reasonable due to its inte-
gration implementation. And we will not discuss it. Other four
detectors incurred heavy time and memory overhead on 10 CVE
programs, where the time overhead of UFO and the memory over-
head of both Hel and UFO are extremely heavy (i.e., from >430x
to >520x). On MySQL, both ConVul and Hel incurred almost the
same time and memory overhead; however, UFO incurred the least
time overhead but the largest memory overhead.

Overall, compared to both FT, Hel, and UFO, the performance
of ConVul is acceptable to us.

7 RELATEDWORKS

Detection of concurrency vulnerabilities has begun to gain more
focus recently. The work [55] first shows important features of con-
currency attacks and reveals that many of concurrency bugs can
lead to severe attacks, such as privilege escalation, malicious code
execution and security check bypassing. 2AD [54] focuses on the
concurrent attacks on databases but cannot handle other programs

efficiently. OWL [59] detects concurrency attacks based on race
detectors and we have discussed it in this paper. It automatically
identifies the real concurrency bugs and eliminate false positive
produced by existing tools. And then, based on inter-procedural
analysis and attack input fuzzer, OWL can detect the attack sites
derived from shared memory corrupted by the concurrency bugs.
Compared with OWL, ConVul does not need to identify the con-
currency bugs, but directly focuses on concurrency vulnerabilities.

Among concurrency bugs, data race is the mostly closed one to
concurrency vulnerabilities, as explained in this paper. There have
been many works to detect them [10, 13, 20, 22, 25, 37, 41, 42, 45, 51,
53]. Razzer [24] focuses on fuzzing harmful races in Linux kernel.
One hot topic on race detection is to improve the detection coverage
in single executions [26, 33, 50] but not to explore all possible execu-
tions like Model checking [16]. Other topics are to focus on a small
portion of interleaving space [35, 57] and randomized scheduling
with guarantees [8]. These research directions can also benefit our
ConVul to detect additional concurrency vulnerabilities.

Lastly, fuzzing techniques become one of most effective meth-
ods to detect sequential vulnerabilities by simply mutating inputs,
including AFL [58] and Peach [6] which have found a huge num-
ber of notable security vulnerabilities in thousands of large-scale
programs on various systems. Symbolic execution and taint propa-
gation can be further used to improve code coverage and bypass
some special input validation checks in fuzzing [14, 21, 44]. Stress
testing can be an alternative one to increase thread parallelism [43].
ConVul can be integrated into these tools.

8 CONCLUSION

This paper studies how the order of two events can be reversed
in different executions. It further proposes ConVul implementing
three algorithms to detect concurrency vulnerabilities. The exper-
iment results on 10 known concurrency vulnerabilities and on a
database server demonstrated that ConVul is significantly more ef-
fective than existing works on detecting both known vulnerabilities
and 0-day vulnerabilities.
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